
About Examen para la unidad 1 

What form do I have? 
Form A = TEST NO. 1-13 

Form B = TEST NO. 14-26 

Form C = TEST NO. 27-39 

How many pts. was the test worth? 
97 pts.  83 pts. after the (very nice) curve. De nada. 

How much was each section worth? 
Part 1- Multiple choice = 52 pts. (I tossed 2 questions) 

Part 2- Fill in the blank = 45 pts. 

Part 3- those w/forms B or C get +3 pts. 

How much was each question worth? 
1 pt. for questions #1-5 

2 pts. for questions #6-46 

3 pts. for questions #47-50 

Listening Section? 
NO test corrections for listening section. I was really 

generous giving points in this section, but I still l made 

them 1 pt. each because I know they were hard. 

Grammar Blanks = 3 pts.? 
These questions were based on the “Essential 

Structures” (grammar) for Unit 1. If you missed these 

questions, you don’t have the concepts down. 

Which form will be the retake test? 
Form A—not that it really matters because all the 

questions were the same (just shuffled in a diff. order) 

Will the answers be posted on the website 

tonight? 
Yes, but only for form A. If you are finishing test 

corrections for other forms, work hard in class so you 

don’t have to use the conversion chart at home. 

Why so many TEST NO.’s, colors, and 

Forms?! 
Cheating. Dishonest students complicate test 

corrections. Be honest . 

Double-checking 
Check my math now. Let me know if I made mistakes.* 

Check your grade in skyward when you get home to 

make sure I revised it correctly. Ultimately, checking 

every last point of your score today isn’t as important as 

studying the right answers because I expect everyone 

below B range to retake it anyway.

 

Test Corrections in English 
Test Corrections for the Examen para la unidad 1 are an assignment that is due tomorrow. Even if you got an 

A+, you are still required to do the test corrections assignment (because nobody got a perfect score). This is 

NOT extra credit, but if you do a quality job, it will help your grade in the test category (10 pts). 


